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ABSTRACT
Scheduling is a central operation to achieve “green” data
centers, i.e., distributing diversified workloads across het-
erogeneous resources in an energy efficient manner. Taking
an opposite perspective from most of the related work, this
paper reveals the “brown” side of scheduling, i.e., wasted
core seconds (so called brown resources), using field analysis
and trace-driven simulation of a Google cluster trace. First,
based on the trace, we pinpoint the dependency between
priority scheduling and task eviction that causes brown re-
sources and present a brief characterization study focusing
on workload priorities. Next, to better understand and fur-
ther reduce the resource “inefficiency” of priority scheduling,
we develop a slot-based scheduler and simulator with various
system tunable parameters. Our key finding is that tasks of
low priority suffer greatly in terms of response time as well as
CPU resources because of a high probability of being evicted
and resubmitted. We propose to use simple threshold-based
policies that consider the trade-off between task drop rates
and wasted core seconds due to task resubmission due to
eviction. Our experimental results show that we are able to
effectively mitigate brown resources without sacrificing the
performance advantages of priority scheduling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Big data center clusters have become the standard IT de-

livery platform, whose energy-efficiency is one of the fore-
most optimization criteria in daily operations. On the one
side, several scheduling studies aim to achieve “green” data
centers by intelligently managing workloads [4] so that the
energy consumption of IT resources and thermal equipment
is minimized and the usage of green energy supply, e.g.,
renewal energy, is maximized. On the other side, due to
the ever increasing complexity of systems and dynamicity
of workloads [5], scheduling policies employ techniques, e.g.,
duplicative executions, to mitigate the impact of unexpected
events and further avoid the degradation of tail response
times [2]. As a result, computation resources are unavoid-
ably spent on such executions, which are mainly caused by
priority evictions [1]. While a vast number of studies provide
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the “green” evidence of today’s data centers, such as PUE,
little is known about how the computing resources are given
away, termed brown resources, without resulting in useful
computation.

In this paper, our objective is to better understand the
brown side of data center scheduling and further mitigate
the resource inefficiency of the scheduling, using a field trace
provided by Google and trace driven simulation. To such
an end, we focus on a particular scheduling event in Google
trace – task eviction – which is triggered by the scheduler
due to task congestion, reservation excess or hardware fail-
ure. The first step of our study is to qualitatively identify
its dominant root cause by analyzing the sequence of tasks
co-executed on the same server. Our finding that priority
scheduling is the main cause of eviction leads us to conduct
a workload characterization analysis of different priorities,
including interarrival times, CPU and memory demands of
tasks. To quantify the degree of brown resources due to the
priority scheduling, we further develop a simulation-based
analysis that models the cluster as parallel and heterogenous
servers configured with a fixed number of slots and cores. We
explore various what-if scenarios, i.e., no priority, resume
and non-resume priority scheduling, in terms of wasted core
seconds, also defined as brown resources here, and response
time degradation. Moreover, we propose simple threshold
policies to regulate the eviction process in priority schedul-
ing. Our experimental results show that applying thresholds
on the number of evictions per task can significantly reduce
the brown resources with the tradeoff of a slight increase in
task failure rates.

1.1 Google Trace
The Google cluster trace [7] represents a rich heteroge-

neous workload mix, particularly MapReduce, on a large
heterogeneous cluster for 29 days. For more details about
the trace, we direct the interested readers to characteriza-
tion studies [3, 5], whose focus is on providing an overall
view of statistical properties about all scheduling events. In
particular, our analysis is based on eviction events, which are
recorded in the Task Events table, the Task Usage table and
the Machine Events table of the trace, dated between mid-
night of 09-05-11 and midnight of 16-05-11. As evicted tasks
are automatically resubmitted to the scheduler, tasks can
experience multiple evictions before leaving the system with



an (un)successful finish. Combining the aforementioned ta-
bles, we know the CPU and memory demand of each task, as
well as the execution sequence of tasks on the same server.
Typically, tasks request a certain amount of resources, i.e.
CPU, RAM and DISK specified in the range of normalized
values [0 1], when they are submitted. Moreover, tasks are
associated with priorities, ranging between [0, 11], where
higher values represent higher priority class tasks.

2. ANALYSIS OF EVICTION
Motivated by the fact that the number of evicted tasks

is non-negligible and eviction events are highly controlled
by the scheduler, we first try to understand the root causes
of evictions. Furthermore, we analyze workload characteris-
tics, in terms of arrival patterns and resource demands, with
respect to the root causes.

Cause Tolerance (τ) Percentage

Machine failure {0, 15, 30, 45} s 0.67%

Memory excess 0 1.74%

Disk excess 0 0.0002%

Higher priority task 1s 93.69%

Higher priority task 5s 93.76%

Higher priority task 10s 93.94%

Higher priority task 20s 94.59%

Higher priority task 30s 95.36%

Table 1: Causes of eviction and their percentages.

2.1 Cause of Eviction
Although the trace document provides a textual explana-

tion of why eviction takes place, there is no ready informa-
tion or explanation for individual eviction. As a result, we
categorize every eviction based on certain causes, summa-
rized by the trace document and our evaluation criterion,
and identify the most critical one.

According to [6], the following events can cause eviction:
(a) machine failure; (b) arrival of higher priority tasks; (c)
disk failure; (d) reservation excess, where the total requested
resources of servers are greater than their capacities. As the
trace doesn’t contain information related to disk failures, we
are unable to analyze their impact on eviction. Analysis of
the reservation excess requires complete information about
the requested resources of all the co-executed tasks at evic-
tion time, which we are unable to find for all the evictions
due to the particular trace format and the truncated obser-
vation window. Consequently, we inspect a fifth event, task
resource overcommitment, for the situation where the ac-
tual used resources per task are greater than the requested
resources upon submission time.

For each task eviction, we try to inspect if each cause with-
stands under multiple thresholds. For example, we count
how many eviction records are present in the trace within
0, 15, 30 and 45 seconds from a machine failure. Note that
a single eviction can be caused by multiple events. In the
rest of the section, we analyze, in order, the relevance of the
following causes: machine failure, task resource overcom-
mitment and preemption due to higher priority tasks. We
summarize our results in Table 1.

2.1.1 Machine Failure
To correlate machine failures with eviction, we compute

the downtime interval of each machine, and compare them

with each eviction time stamp. We identify their depen-
dency by a time threshold τ , to account for potential pro-
filing delay. As long as the time stamp of an eviction is τ
seconds after the start of the machine downtime interval, we
consider it as caused by machine failure. We apply multi-
ple values for τ , i.e., 0, 15, 30, and 45 seconds, and obtain
the same results for all of them, i.e., only 0.67% of eviction
is caused by machine failure. Therefore, we conclude that
machine failure is not a main cause of eviction.

2.1.2 Task Resource Overcommitment
Here, we try to understand if tasks are evicted due to

consuming more resources than the ones they request at
submission time. We note that, according to the trace doc-
ument [6], tasks with resource overcommitment should be
terminated by the scheduler using kill event. Surprisingly,
we find that some eviction events can also be related to task
resource overcommitment. In particular, we focus on mem-
ory and disk and overlook CPU, which is allowed to use
spare capacity as clearly stated by the documentation. For
each eviction, we determine whether the maximum memory
or mean disk usages are greater than the requested ones, by
extracting this information from the Events and Usages ta-
bles. We use the mean usage of disk because the maximum
disk usage is not provided by the trace.

Results summarized in Table 1 show that only a very low
percentage of eviction is related to memory excess, roughly
1.74%, and a negligible percentage of eviction is related to
disk excess. Our results lead us to conclude that task re-
source overcommitment is not a dominant reason to cause
eviction of tasks.

2.1.3 Preemption by Higher Priority
We propose an intuitive approach to see if higher prior-

ity tasks cause eviction, by comparing the time stamp of
eviction and the scheduling time of higher priority tasks
on the same machine within a time threshold of 1, 5, 10,
20 and 30 seconds. In the following, we identify with the
term “evictor” the task which is scheduled on the machine,
whereas we name “evicted” the descheduled task. We first
query the Events Table and extract all the eviction records,
then, for each of them, we search for potential evictor tasks
considering three criteria, i.e., time stamp, priority and the
machine ID in the Events table. In particular, a task is clas-
sified as evictor when the following condition holds: tKO ≤
tKI ≤ tKO + τ , where tKO denotes the time stamp of evic-
tion, tKI is the scheduling time of the evictor task and
τ ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 30} seconds.

As shown in Table 1, we can identify that roughly 93% of
eviction has corresponding evictor tasks with higher priori-
ties, for all the threshold values considered. In contrast to
lower percentages of other causes for eviction, scheduling of
high priority tasks on the same machine appears to be the
most relevant and dominant cause.

2.2 Eviction per Priority
Motivated by the significance of priority in the task evic-

tion process, we present the distribution of evictions across
different priorities, particularly the relationship between the
evictor and evicted task. Table 2 summarizes the distribu-
tion of tasks and evictions across different priorities. For
the latter, we also report the average and standard devia-
tion of the number of evictions experienced by a task in all



priorities considered.
In terms of evicted tasks, priority 0 and 1 account for

92.7% and 6.3% of evictions, respectively. The number
of evicted tasks decreases exponentially when the priority
increases. Moreover, the mean number of evictions and
its standard deviation experienced by tasks are particularly
high for priority 0 tasks. This means that tasks from priority
0 are not only evicted frequently, but also experience repet-
itive evictions during their execution. As for evictor tasks,
preemption is mainly caused by priority 4 tasks. Indeed,
when looking at priority pairs of scheduled and desched-
uled tasks, 70% of them are composed of priority 4 tasks
preempting priority 0 ones. Another fact worth noting is
that only 38.09% of the evicted tasks across all priorities
could successfully complete their execution in our one week
trace. Essentially, CPU resources due to the execution of
those re-evicted and unsuccessful tasks are wasted, i.e., the
brown resources. This low percentage highlights that evic-
tions have a strong negative impact on the task success rate
and cause brown resources.

Overall, the distribution of evictions across priorities clearly
emphasizes the central role of priority in the eviction pro-
cess, where low priorities can be descheduled frequently and
result in high failure rates and brown resources, whereas
high priorities are rarely preempted.

2.3 Workload Analysis of Priorities
We present the main characteristics of different priorities,

which further drive the brown analysis in the following simu-
lation section. We consider, individually, each priority along
two dimensions: (1) arrivals pattern and (2) used resource
demands. Particularly, we only consider resource demands
of tasks arriving to and departing from the system in our one
week observation window. For the arrival patterns, we study
the task interarrival time of each priority in the system. To
better quantify the impact on physical resources, we use a
metric called resource demand, defined as the product of task
service demand and the amount of resources used by tasks.
We consider two different types of resources, i.e. number
of cores and memory, and use separate units of measure-
ment for each resource demand, i.e., CPU · s and RAM · s,
respectively.

We summarize the mean values of task interarrival time
and resource demand for each priority in Table 2. Interar-
rival times vary significantly across priorities. Arrivals at
priorities 0, 1 and 4 are very frequent. Indeed, these priori-
ties cover the 96.01% of the tasks observed in one week, as
shown by the second column of the table. On the contrary,
priorities 3 and 5 rarely experience new arrivals, resulting in
high interarrival times. Higher priorities do not necessarily
correspond to higher interarrival times, as one can see from
the table. Moreover, we note that the hourly arrivals rate
for each priority highly fluctuates in all priorities. In par-
ticular, priority 0 experiences the highest peaks of hourly
arrival rates, reaching up to 1.1 million arrivals per hour.

In terms of used resource demands, high priority tasks
clearly use more physical resources than lower priorities. As
one can see from Table 2, priority 11 tasks have, on average,
a CPU demand which is 50 times higher than the overall
mean (reported at the bottom of the table) and their aver-
age RAM demand is 73 times higher than the global mean
RAM demand. Low priorities, instead, show lower resource
demands. Overall, tasks request more CPU demand than

RAM, especially at low priorities. In summary, our analysis
shows that high priorities have higher impact on physical
resources than lower priorities, whereas arrival pattern and
interarrival time are not affected by the task priority.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
To explore various what-if scenarios of various settings of

priorities, we develop a detailed system model that captures
the response times when executing complex workloads on
heterogeneous systems. The system consists of three parts:
the central queue, multiple machines, and the scheduler.
In particular, we evaluate a data center of 125 heteroge-
neous server nodes, which are subject to a sleeping policy,
i.e., machines immediately enter sleep mode once there are
no tasks running and take 30 seconds to wake up. There-
fore, the number of active nodes naturally fluctuates with
the workload requests. We use the server types, capaci-
ties and percentages as presented in Google cluster trace.
In particular, the dominant server types are A, B, C and
D with corresponding percentages of 54%, 31%, 8% and
7%, and their equipped CPU/memory capacities are 0.5/0.5,
0.5/0.25, 0.5/0.75, 1.0/1.0, respectively. Each machine is as-
sumed to have a fixed number of slots based on number of
cores. As only the normalization values are given in the
trace, we further assume that 1 unit CPU has homogeneous
16 cores and 16 slots, and scales accordingly to other units,
e.g., a 0.5 unit CPU has 8 cores/slots. In the following sec-
tion, we describe in detail the basic discipline of the sched-
uler and response time model.

3.1 The Scheduler
We develop a discrete time scheduler, which updates the

state of tasks and resources at every slot, i.e., one second. At
the beginning of each time slot the scheduler dispatches the
task from the head of the queue. If there are available slots
in the system, the task is assigned to a randomly selected
available server. However, when a high priority class task
arrives and cannot find an available slot, a task with the
lowest priority is evicted. The evicted task is selected ac-
cording to the eviction policies, whose details are described
in Section 4.1. After the eviction of a low priority task, the
evictor task is immediately scheduled to the emptied slot
and its execution starts. The evicted low priority task re-
joins the central queue. All the tasks in the central queue
are sorted by the priority and the arrival time within a pri-
ority. Note that the arrival time of a task, which is evicted
and resubmitted, refers to the time stamp when the task
first arrives at the system.

In our system, a tasks cannot occupy more than one slot
and also cannot run on more than one core. At each time
slot, the maximum CPU capacity received by a task is essen-
tially limited by the slots as well as by core capacity, which
is assumed to be the normalized CPU capacity divided by
the number of cores. The CPU capacities received by tasks
over the time decide the execution time of fulfilling resource
demands.

Response Time Calculation. In our analysis, the task
response time is defined as the time between its departure
and arrival. Response time of a task, W is composed of two
terms: Texecution is the successful execution time of the task
and the rest is called Twaste which is the time spent outside
useful computation. Twaste includes queueing time, wasted
executions due to eviction in certain systems and waiting



Priority % of tasks % of eviction
N. of evictions Interarrival time [s] CPU demand [CPU · s] RAM demand [RAM · s]
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0 23.29 92.73 1.2787 6.1605 0.059153 0.40471 15.408 110.16 9.1068 43.975

1 12.78 6.26 0.1572 0.7688 0.43635 3.6045 40.758 148.52 33.47 296.23

2 0.39 0.36 0.1894 0.8684 14.586 59.572 382.12 1525 204.4 1089.6

3 ≤ 0.01 0 0 0 17876 48617 0.24663 0.39759 0.025122 0.031919

4 59.94 0.41 0.0022 0.0504 0.16401 2.2769 49.768 376.03 27.721 182.3

5 ≤ 0.01 0 0 0 30601 44586 0.15221 0.10224 0.023401 0.020716

6 1.28 ≤ 0.01 0.0011 0.0332 7.5633 92.299 12.628 28.457 4.6929 20.551

7 ≤ 0.01 0 0 0 2243.9 3610.2 NaN NaN NaN NaN

8 1.10 0.04 0.0129 0.1453 9.0927 21.976 25.975 516.23 39.625 493.83

9 1.19 0.19 0.0434 0.2186 2.9024 5.4195 269.47 1679.8 230.65 1422.3

10 0.01 ≤ 0.01 0.2653 0.5111 86.006 97.878 66.186 821.5 85.448 794.98

11 0.01 0 0 0 1144.3 1320.1 1506.8 3615.3 1413.6 2359.5

All 100 100 0.3208 3.0320 0.038519 0.31285 30.236 295.82 19.249 217.37

Table 2: Percentage of tasks, eviction and per-task mean number of evictions, interarrival time and resource
demand, breakdown by priority. No demand value is given for priority 7 as no task of such priority terminated
in the observation window.

time due to server wake up delay. The succesful/wasted
execution times of tasks are essentially calculated by the
CPU demands divided by the CPU capacities received.

4. QUANTITATIVE BROWN ANALYSIS
As the priority scheduling governs evictions, there exists a

performance trade-off among priorities. This leads us to ex-
plore its advantages via what-if simulation, in combination
with simplified system assumptions presented in the previ-
ous section. Using a slot-, and core-based simulator driven
by the Google trace, we compare the average response times
and wasted core seconds (WCS) of tasks execution across
priorities, under different (no-)priority scheduling schemes.
In our analysis we use 15 hour simulation results. In this
study, the formal definition of brown resources is the wasted
core seconds, which are due to unsuccessful execution in cer-
tain priority schemes, e.g., non-resume preemptive priority
scheduling detailed in the following.

The aim of our work is two-fold. First, we show how
the brown resources and response times are effected by the
introduction of preemptive priority schemes, namely resume
v.s. non-resume. Second, we apply several simple threshold
policies to minimize the wasted core seconds and improve
the response times due to repetitive evictions of the low
priorities.

4.1 Eviction Policies
In particular, we consider preemptive priority scheduling,

i.e., high priority tasks can preempt any execution of low
priority tasks. Upon preemption, low priority tasks immedi-
ately rejoin the central queue. As for tasks that are evicted,
we specifically consider two types of resuming schemes for
their executions: resume and non-resume. In the former, all
evicted tasks resume from the point of interruption, whereas
in the non-resume case all evicted tasks start from the be-
ginning.

The evicted task is selected from the lowest priority class
and the evictor task should be from a strictly higher prior-
ity class. When multiple tasks exist from the same lowest
priority class, we adopt two types of policies to select partic-
ular tasks, i.e., random (RND), and most recently started
(MRS). In practice, the scheduler triggers the scheduling
policy at the beginning of a one second slot by inspecting
all the tasks in the central queue, and preempting the ex-

ecution of low priority tasks based on the combination of
priority and RND/MRS.

To quantitatively compare the impact of introducing pri-
ority scheduling, we benchmark the following scheduling poli-
cies against the no priority (NOP) policy, where every task
waits in the central queue in a first-come-first-serve man-
ner until an available slot is found. In the following, we
first focus on the high level comparison between resume and
non-resume systems and then look at the detailed analysis
on different priorities in non-resume case.

4.2 Resume vs. Non-resume Systems
Here, we evaluate how RND and MRS eviction policies

perform in resume and non-resume systems in terms of av-
erage response time per task and total wasted core seconds,
summarized in Table 3. Additionally, due to the dominant
presence of priority 0, 1 and 4, we list their average response
times.

Resume Non-Resume

NOP RND MRS RND MRS

WCS [103] 0 0 0 15871 7111

W [s] 1937 1851 1861 6152 3491

W0[s] 2282 4866 4899 19014 10249

W1[s] 1146 650 651 839 809

W4[s] 1910 537 537 557 537

Table 3: No Priority, Resume and Non-resume sys-
tems: wasted core seconds, average response time
per task, and average response time per task per
priority 0, 1, 4.

In the resume system, since evicted tasks continue their
execution from the interruption point, wasted resources due
to eviction are not observed. Also, the average response
times of RND and MRS policies under resume systems are
similar and slightly lower than no-priority scheduling. By
employing RND and MRS, average response time of class
4 decreases by 71%, and class 1 decreases by 43% at the
expense of a 53% increase in class 0. As the average response
time of the entire system is weighted by the distribution of
each priority, the average response times of RND and MRS
are lower than by the NOP policy by 4%.



In the non-resume system, the wasted resources so called
brown resources are non-negligible, and have a significant
negative impact on the average response times as well. Due
to restarted executions of evicted tasks, the utilization of
the non-resume system increases drastically. Consequently,
compared to resume system, the response times under RND
and MRS increase by a factor of 4 and 2, respectively. In
terms of brown resources, MRS policy incurs half the wasted
core seconds in contrast to the RND policy, by selecting the
youngest task as the evicted one. As a result, RND imposes
a higher system load and results in higher response times.
While the response time of class 4 incurs a slight increase,
the response time of the lowest priority, class 0, is heavily
effected because of the higher system load.

Our results show that priority evictions have a significant
and negative effect on the system performance, especially
for the non-resume system. To mitigate the performance
degradation and to minimize the brown resources in the
non-resume system, we propose to impose a threshold on
the number of evictions experienced by a task – namely a
threshold-based eviction policy.

4.3 Threshold-based Eviction in Non-resume
Systems

Motivated by the high number of repetitive evictions on
low priority tasks and the resulting high waste of brown re-
sources, we propose to apply thresholds on the number of
evictions a task can experience and introduce task dropping
in a non-resume system. The objective here is to use such
a threshold to reach the optimal trade-off between the min-
imization of brown resources and improvement of response
time, particularly the response time of low priority tasks. In
particular, we study two types of threshold-based eviction
policies, namely, RNDN , and MRSN , where N denotes the
threshold on the number of evictions under RND and MRS.
Compared to purely RND and MRS policy, the scheduler
here can drop tasks, which reach the eviction threshold of
N . We first look into the overall performance and then per
task results in the following.

4.3.1 Overall Performance
We show how WCS, the average response time per task

and the percentage of task drops change with RNDN and
MRSN for different thresholds in Table 4. We note that
WCS is collected from successfully finished tasks, which ex-
cludes the dropped tasks. Overall, when decreasing thresh-
old values, i.e., from 5 to 3, the wasted core seconds and
average response time decrease at the expense of increas-
ing task drops. Comparing RNDN and MRSN , we can see
that RNDN can result in a lower average response time per
task with a higher value of WCS and task dropping than
MRSN . We note that such an observation is the opposite
to the previous findings that MRS has better response time
than RND, when no thresholds are applied. Consequently,
the improvement due to thresholds is much more significant
for RNDN than for MRSN , especially in terms of average
response time and WCS, when compared to no threshold
policies. To provide further explanations on this observa-
tion, we zoom into performance metrics per priority.

4.3.2 Per Priority Performance
To study the trade-off among priorities under MRSN and

RNDN , we focus on analyzing the WCS, drop rate, task

Non-Resume

RND3 RND4 RND5 MRS3 MRS4 MRS5

WCS(103) 1446 2194 3275 1039 1939 2634

W [s] 795 1208 1747 879 1435 1811

drops [%] 5.5936 5.2208 4.1897 4.5799 3.5414 2.6752

Table 4: Threshold-based eviction policies: RNDN
and MRSN .

age, and average response time by priorities and summarize
results in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Wasted Core Seconds. The total WCS values per priority
collected from successfully finished tasks are depicted in Fig-
ure 1(a). Clearly, wasted core seconds are due to evictions of
low priority tasks. Basically, the evictions are experienced
by priority 0, 1, and 4, for all policies. Note that, since some
wasted executions are so small for some priority classes, their
WCS part is not clearly visible from the figure. The differ-
ence of WCS for RND and MRS is coming from priority 0
evictions. RND has more priority 0 evictions than MRS.
However, for MRSN and RNDN we observe less priority
0 evictions than for RND, while the number of priority 1
and priority 4 evictions are similar. This is because RNDN
drops more priority 0 tasks when thresholding is applied.

Percentage of Task Drop. In Figure 1(b), we look at per-
centages of dropped tasks per priorities. Similar to the
observation about WCS, dropped tasks are from low pri-
orities for both RND and MRS policies, i.e., priority 0, 1
and 4. Comparing RNDN and MRSN , a higher percent-
age of priority 0 tasks is dropped under RNDN , whereas
a slightly higher percentage of priority 4 tasks is dropped
under MRSN . With decreasing threshold values, the per-
centage of higher priority task dropping, i.e., priority 4, in-
creases. In summary, RNDN tend to drop more low priority
tasks than MRSN policies.

Task Age. Here, we define a metric, termed task age,
denoting the execution progress right before eviction. The
aggregated task ages across all evicted tasks are essentially
the WCS. We present the average task age per priority per
task in Figure 1(c). As RND policy randomly selects a task
from the lowest priority, the system experiences longer task
age under RND than MRS policies. With the introduction
of eviction thresholds, the average task age decreases with
the threshold. Another observation worth noting is that
even though RND, RNDN and MRS, MRSN evict similar
number of priority 4 tasks, with RND and RNDN priority
4’s progress far in their execution – are higher age tasks.
Overall, MRS3 achieves the lowest task age and wasted core
seconds.

Average Response Time per Priority. From Table 4, we
see that RND3 results in the lowest average response time
and, at the same time, in the highest percentage of task
drops. To see how the different priorities contribute to such
an improvement, we analyze and present the average re-
sponse time per priority in Figure 2, including NOP policy.
One can see that, compared to NOP, both priority schemes
reduce the response time for priority 1 to 9 and penalize pri-
ority 0. Moreover, for a given priority, decreasing threshold
values on both RNDN and MRSN enhance response time,
especially priority 0 and 1. Indeed, when looking at response
times of priority 0, RND results in the worse response time
and RND3 achieves the lowest response time. Therefore,
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Figure 1: Per priority analysis: RND v.s. MRS.
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Figure 2: Response time by class.

applying eviction threshold on RNDN can more effectively
decrease the response times of priority 0 and 1, compared
to MRSN . The differences in response times under different
eviction thresholds are almost negligible for priority 2 and
above.

From our results, to achieve the best trade-off between
high and low priorities, we advocate applying priority schedul-
ing, in combination with task age and drop limits. Fur-
thermore, we also suggest that drop limits can effectively
mitigate negative performance impact for repetitive unsuc-
cessful executions. The dropped tasks can be considered as
task fails in the trace. In terms of response time, RND3
gives best results by providing satisfactory response times
for both low and high priority, at the cost of higher percent-
age of task drops.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a quantitative analysis of the

resource waste due to the scheduling policy, in particular
the priority scheduling. Our analysis is based on a large
scale cluster trace provided by Google and a trace driven
simulation, that embeds detailed models of a system sched-

uler and response times for different priority tasks. Our
key findings are that priority scheduling causes a significant
number of evictions and that higher priority tasks result in
high resource demand. Using a trace driven simulation, we
show that there is a significant amount of brown resources
associated with basic priority scheduling policies. To mit-
igate the wasted resources and response time degradation,
we propose to impose a threshold on the number of evictions
and introduce task dropping. Our results show a significant
improvement on the resource efficiency of priority schedul-
ing, especially in terms of amount of brown resources and
response times of low priority tasks.
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